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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Motorcycle is highly utilised in logistic with the expansion of delivery services, such as food 

and goods. In this pandemic era, the consumption of motorcycle increases as some of the 

delivery agent also use own transportation to deliver customer parcels. However, motorcycle 

is the most dangerous vehicle compared to others because of the only safety that is equipped 

to rider is a helmet. According to the statistics, accident that occur to the motorcycle is the 

highest compared to other vehicle, and the number of deaths caused by motorcycle also the 

highest. The goal of this project is to create a prototype of a safety helmet which not only 

able to protect the rider physically but also able to notify the rider close contact in the case 

of accident happened. By taking into consideration that delivery may occur at rural area with 

limited or no internet coverage, this project focuses on the notification via short messaging 

service (SMS). The prototype is constructed by using Arduino and programmed to control 

elements involved such as crash sensor, GSM module, GPRS module and antenna. In final 

phase the crash notification system will be mounted into the basic helmet which is commonly 

used by normal riders and verified its functionality. Lastly, a crash notification helmet is 

developed using the Arduino Uno as a microcontroller, to notify close contact in the case 

of accident occurs.  
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ABSTRAK 

 

 

Motosikal banyak digunakan dalam logistik selari dengan pengembangan perkhidmatan 

penghantaran, seperti makanan dan barangan. Dalam era pandemik ini, penggunaan 

motosikal semakin meningkat kerana beberapa ejen penghantaran juga menggunakan 

pengangkutan sendiri untuk menghantar bungkusan pelanggan. Bagaimanapun, motosikal 

adalah kenderaan yang paling berbahaya berbanding yang lain kerana satu-satunya 

keselamatan yang dilengkapi penunggang ialah topi keledar. Mengikut statistik, kemalangan 

yang menimpa motosikal adalah yang paling tinggi berbanding kenderaan lain, dan jumlah 

kematian akibat motosikal juga paling tinggi. Objektif projek ini adalah untuk 

membangunkan prototaip topi keledar keselamatan yang bukan sahaja dapat melindungi 

penunggang secara fizikal tetapi juga dapat memaklumakan kontak rapat penunggang 

sekiranya berlaku kemalangan. Dengan mengambil kira bahawa penghantaran mungkin 

berlaku di kawasan luar bandar dengan liputan internet yang terhad atau tiada, projek ini 

memberi tumpuan kepada makluman melalui khidmat pesanan ringkas (SMS). Prototaip ini 

dibina dengan menggunakan Arduino dan diprogramkan untuk mengawal elemen yang 

terlibat seperti penderia ranap, modul GSM, modul GPRS dan antena. Pada fasa akhir, sistem 

pemberitahuan kemalangan akan dipasang pada topi keledar asas yang biasa digunakan oleh 

penunggang biasa dan kebolehfungsiannya disahkan. Akhir sekali, topi keledar yang 

dilengkapi dengan notifikasi kemalangan dibangunkan menggunakan Arduino Uno sebagai 

mikropengawal, untuk memberitahu kontak rapat sekiranya berlaku kemalangan.
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 Background 

 

A helmet is the only safety equipment that a regular rider can use. It will be better if 

all riders are required to wear all guards used by the professional rider for their safety while 

riding. According to the global status report on road safety 2015, which includes data from 

180 countries, road injuries claim the lives of nearly 1.25 million people per year. 

Motorcyclists were about a quarter of all accident victims[1]. Over-speeding and reckless 

driving are the leading causes of death among two-wheeler drivers. Besides that, microsleep 

also can cause accidents and death to motorcycle riders. There was news on the effect of the 

motorcycle rider falling asleep[2] . 

The Malaysian Institute of Road Safety Research presented that fatal cases of the 

year 2020 was mostly caused by motorcycle, which is 67.29% out of total cases[3]. From 

the report, we can observe that motorcyclists have a major risk compared to other vehicles. 

Over-speeding and reckless driving are the leading causes of death among two-wheeler 

drivers. Besides, microsleep also can cause accidents and death to motorcycle riders [2]. 

Unfortunately, a helmet is the only safety equipment that equips a regular rider for 

protection. 

With the Movement Control Order (MCO), many people have lost their jobs and 

become delivery riders, such as grab riders. This resulted in the incremental numbers of 

motorcyclists on-road. However, with the incremental number of delivery riders, 

riders’status is not tracked by the service provider in the case of any accident. Therefore, 

the motivation of this project is to provide an emergency notification sent out in case a rider 

encounters an accident, even in rural areas with internet limitations. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

 
A motorcycle is the most dangerous vehicle that we use to transport from one 

location to another location daily. A microsleep is one of the issues encountered by 

motorcyclists during their ride. It is known and very dangerous. Microsleep is an event 

when people happen to doze off for a few seconds without realizing it. On the 28 June 

2020, a case reported an accident that caused a student’s death due to microsleep[].  

Although motorcycles are widely used, the only safety measure that a rider is 

equipped with is only a helmet. In addition, we are aware that for all accidents that involve 

motorcycles, most riders will have a hard impact over the head resulting from the 

accident.  

Furthermore, helps are always late to reach the accident scene because the exact 

location of the rider is unknown. In Malaysia, if an accident occurs, it will take some time 

for the ambulance to reach the location. On 20 April 2021, an accident occurred in a 

rubber plantation, and the people were dead after 2 hours at the accident scene. Riders also 

hardly notify their close contact when they involve in an accident. If the notification is 

easy to be sent out at any place, a better turnaround time for help can be provided. 

We understand that an existing helmet is designed to fit the customer’s head for 

protection. This project thus explores the crash notification helmet design to enable the 

emergency notification to be sent out and expedite the help in case of an accident. 

. 
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1.3 Project Objective 

 
This project aims to develop a crash notification helmet using a microcontroller. 

Specifically, the objectives are as follows: 

1. To produce a crash notification helmet concept design using a microcontroller. 

2. To enable the helmet to send notification of the current location to the contact set    

   by the rider. 

3. To develop a prototype of a crash notification helmet using a microcontroller. 

 
 

1.4 Scope of Project 

 

Create prototype of a crash notification helmet using microcontroller is the goal. This 

prototype able to send exact location of the rider to any contact that been set by the rider 

immediately. By this way, the help could come to the place if anything happens to the rider 

faster than before. The scope of work are as follows: 

U To identify feature to be embedded into the crash notification helmet using 

microcontroller. 

V To identify the components to be utilized in the design. 

 

W To develop a crash notification helmet using microntroller. 

 

X To analyze the developed system performance. 

 

 

Delimitiation of the project inculdes: 

 

1. Ability to directly contact the ambulance or any emergencies contact. 

 

2. It takes time to get the location because of the GSM module. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

Motorcycle riding is much fun if it is not without danger. People prefer motorcycles 

to cars because they are less expensive to operate, easier to park, and more flexible in traffic. 

For example, there are more than 37 million people in India ride two-wheelers[1] . Due to 

widespread usage, two-wheelers have a higher accident rate compare to four-wheelers. 

Motorcycles are more likely than four-wheelers to be involved in fatal accidents. If a driver 

is involved in a high-speed collision and not wearing a helmet, the consequences are more 

dangerous, which can result in fatalities. As a result, wearing a helmet will help to minimise 

the number of injuries and even safe lives. However, it is always difficult and not safe to be 

riding your motorcycle and answering phone call simultaneously. With grab & foodpanda 

riders which are now highly demand; it requires rider to contact customer for delivery 

purposes. Making communications, listening to songs, getting instructions during ride has 

always been wanted by motorcyclists. Besides, a long boring ride can induce hypnotic state, 

and may cause a rider to feel drowsy. Rider will feel boring and sleepy while ride all the way 

long. These are some issues encounted by most motorcycle riders. This chapter describes the 

existing basic helmet features, modules or component requires to build the crash 

notification helmet. 
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2.2 The Basic Helmet Design. 

 

The helmet utilised by regular bikers consists of a protective plastic outer layer and 

a polystyrene at the inner shell that increase the time impact force. There are several types 

of helmets, which are full face helmet and not full face helmet. Some helmets have features 

including ventilation, face shields, sun visors, and ear protection. Figure 2.1 depicts the 

structure of basic full face helmet design [4]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 The Basic Helmet Design.[4] 

 

 

The quality of a helmet is based on its impact capacity, penetration from an external 

object, retention from breaking or stretching, and peripheral vision. Different helmets 

accomplish different goals. Motorcycle helmets are very complex and purpose-built for the 

sport. They've been meticulously and scientifically developed over time. 

An outer shell, an impact-absorbing liner, comfortable internal cushioning, and a 

solid strap or retention system are the four essential components of a helmet that work 

together to give protection. The helmet's outer shell is usually made of reinforced composites 

or thermoplastics such as polycarbonate. These are tough materials, yet they're made to 

crunch when they come into contact with a hard surface. That crunch-action disperses energy 

from the impact to reduce the blow's force before it reaches the user's head. An impact- 

absorbing liner, usually constructed of expanded polystyrene, is found inside the helmet shell 

(commonly thought of as Styrofoam). This dense layer is intended to cushion and absorb the 
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impact's shock. In other words, as the helmet absorbs the shock, the user's head continues to 

move inside the helmet, and the cushion absorbs the impact. The exterior shell and the inside 

liner work together to basically self-destruct in the case of a crash or a violent blow, 

dissipating the destructive forces of impact throughout the helmet. The more negative impact 

energy deflected or absorbed by the helmet, the less harm user will sustain. 

On impact, some helmet shells delaminate. Others are designed to crack or break 

apart if severely impacted. A cracked helmet may not be a sign of a defective helmet but 

rather an indication that it did its job. The comfort cushioning is the soft-foam-and-cloth 

layer next to the user's head. It aids in keeping the user comfy and the helmet in place. This 

cushioning can even be removed from some helmets for cleaning. The retention mechanism, 

often known as the chin strap, is crucial. It is the only part that holds the helmet on the user's 

head in a crash. Each side of the shell has a strap attached to it. It would be as dangerous to 

bike without a helmet firmly strapped on as it would be to drive without a seat belt on [4]. 

 
2.3 Bicycle Crash Sensor Helmet. 

 

The concept of a crash sensor helmet was also adopted in a bicycle helmet, for 

example, the ANGi by Specialized. This device helps to protect cyclists before, during and 

after a crash. It works by pairing the device to a Ride mobile application developed by 

Specialized. 

The ANGi is a sensor-packed pod that attaches to the back of the helmet, and if it 

detects an impact with enough force to cause unconsciousness to the rider, it triggers your 

handphone and starts a countdown[5]. If the timer hits zero, the rider's last GPS coordinates 

message is sent to an emergency contact. It provides customers with the most cutting-edge 

cycling gear available, transforming the bicycle helmet into a live tracking device, crash 

detector, and safety beacon. However, the utilisation requires an annual subscription charge, 
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on the other hand, was the biggest drawback. After receiving feedback from consumers, the 

Specialized finally removed the annual subscription charge and offered the crash detection 

and warning service for free, allowing it to compete more effectively with other crash 

detection services such as Garmin's. The ANGi sensor is now included with many 

Specialised road and mountain bike helmets to any helmet with a flat space for the sensor to 

be installed, independent of brand. Figure 2.2 shows the ANGi helmet crash sensor by 

Specialized. 

Thus, it was proven that it is crucial to have an emergency detection for two-wheel 

riders to provide alternative assistance in case of an accident happens. This is one of the 

motivations for the project to employ the similar mechanism into the motorcyclist helmet; 

however, utilising an existing GSM network to serve rural areas with limitation of network 

coverage. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 ANGi Helmet Crash Sensor[5]. 

 

 
2.4 Past Related Works on Additional Helmet Features 

 

Various studies had been done on a smart helmet features and functionality. This 

shows the importance of additional features to be embedded into a regular helmet, in a way 

to make helmet more useful for the motorcycle’s riders. Table 2.1 tabulates some of work 

on helmet additional features. 
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Table 2.1 Previous Related Works 
 

 




